Department Chair Evaluation

Please rank the Chair with respect to each of the statements listed below. First indicate how important you think it is for a chair to demonstrate the ability indicated, and then indicate how the chair is doing. For each item, one would be asked to respond to:

Importance to You:
NA 1 (Not Important) 2 3 4 5 (Very Important)
NA = not applicable (does not directly affect you)

The Chair’s Ability on the Job:
DK 1 (Poop) 2 3 4 5 (Excellent)
DK = don’t know

PART A: COMMUNICATION AND REPRESENTATION

1. The Chair effectively advocates the position of the Department to the higher administration.

Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

The Chair’s Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)

Comments

2. The Chair communicates effectively with department committees.

Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

The Chair’s Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)

Comments
3. The Chair effectively represents the Department to potential students and their parents.
Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

The Chair's Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)

Comments

4. The Chair effectively represents the Department to our students.
Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

The Chair's Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)

Comments

5. The Chair effectively represents the Department to our alumni.
Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

The Chair's Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)
6. The Chair effectively represents the Department to industry.
   Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

   The Chair's Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)

   Comments

7. The Chair clearly communicates the Department's finances to faculty and staff.
   Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

   The Chair's Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)

   Comments

8. The Chair communicates effectively with me.
   Importance to You (Choose one from the list)

   The Chair's Ability on the Job (Choose one from the list)